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The University of Oxford

Overview

The oldest university in the English speaking world.

It is a collegiate research based institution.



Oxford University Press (OUP)
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Our mission

John Fell

Clarendon Presentation—Tim Barton (November 2011)

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS IS A DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.  IT

FURTHERS THE UNIVERSITY'S OBJECTIVE OF EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH, 

SCHOLARSHIP, AND EDUCATION BY PUBLISHING WORLDWIDE. 



A Very Short Introduction

• Origins date back to 1478

• Largest university press 

• 25th largest publisher in the world

• 6,000 employees worldwide

• Over 5,000 titles per year, and 300 journals



Current needs of 

Belarusian universities?



Teaching

Research 

Academic Publishing



How products and 

services from OUP can 

help to achieve it?



Online Dictionaries

http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/
http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oed.com/
http://www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com/
http://www.oxfordlanguagedictionaries.com/
http://oxforddictionaries.com/page/about_world/about-
http://oxforddictionaries.com/page/about_world/about-


Oxford Dictionaries 
Explore the content

- The dictionary re-launched  with adding 

Russian and Chinese to its content

- The introduction of Portuguese as a new 

joiner to the site

- The increase of the information and 

definition within the French, Spanish, 

Italian, and German languages

- If you are learning English as a second 

language or wish to expand your 

knowledge in Russian, you will be able 

to:

*Look at the Explore section to learn more              

about writing, the holidays of the country

*You will be able to hear the pronunciation of 

words and sentences

*You will be able to transliterate i.e. 

type Arabic with Latin characters and the 

dictionary recognises the Arabic equivalent
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Oxford Journals Online
Transitioning to the new site



OUP Journal Joiners 

Publishing partnerships

• We consider our role in the academic community to extend to 
the publishing we do on behalf of societies

• We publish over 300 journals in law, medicine, the 
humanities, social sciences, life sciences, and mathematics 
and physical sciences – two-thirds of which are published in 
partnership with learned and professional societies

• Societies want to publish with OUP because we 
understand and can deliver on shared strategic goals for their 
titles
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Oxford University Press (OUP) 

publishes the highest quality 

journals and delivers this 

research to the widest possible 

audience.

www.oxfordjournals.org

We achieve this by working 

closely with our society 

partners, authors, and 

subscribers in order to provide 

them with publishing services 

that support their research 

needs.



The Medicine Collection

• Oncology, cardiology, neurology, 
epidemiology, reproductive medicine, 
rheumatology, anesthesia, gerontology, & 
public health

The Life Sciences Collection

• Molecular and computational biology, plant 
science, marine biology, and behavioral 
ecology



The Mathematical & Physical Sciences 
Collection

• Pure and applied mathematics, radiation science

• Also coverage of more niche areas such as biostatistics 

and mathematical physics, management, and medicine

The Law Collection

• general academic and practitioner law titles, and those 
dedicated to more specialized areas such as medical & 
environmental law, criminology, intellectual property, & 
policing



The Humanities Collection

• History, philosophy, literature, 
religion, art, and music

The Social Sciences Collection

• Economics, finance, business, global 
development, religion, and social politics



www.oxfordjournals.org



Oxford Handbooks Online
Explore the content

14 subject areas

Scholarly reviews of subjects in humanities and 

social sciences. 

Articles are posted online as soon as they are 

ready. Extremely up to date



University Press Scholarship Online
Explore the content



Oxford Scholarship Online

University Press Scholatship Online



Oxford Scholarship Online

University Press Scholatship Online

12,000 Books in 20 discilplines 19,000 Books in 29 discilplines



University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO)

Participating presses:

Oxford University Press                             The American University in Cairo Press

University of Chicago Press                                       University of California Press

Edinburgh University Press                                            University Press of Florida

Fordham University Press                                           Hong Kong University Press

The University Press of Kentucky                               Manchester University Press

Policy Press The MIT Press

Stanford University Press



Support to Practitioners in their Fields

OUP in Law



Support to Researchers and Students in 

their Fields

OUP in Medicine 





Subject Specific Resources

Examples

Subject 
Specific 

Resource

Oxford 
Legal 

Resources



Librarian Resource Centre -

Google Search
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How other products and 

services from OUP can 

help to achieve it?



The Information Overload Problem

 Difficult to keep up with developments in the field

 Labor-intensive to start research in unfamiliar areas

 Slows productivity on research projects

 Guiding students is major challenge. 

32
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Mobilizing the 
community of experts



Global network of research



Oxford 

Bibliographies



Oxford Bibliographies: What is it?

 Guides research through growing mass of academic 

output 

 Reproduces the experience of asking an expert for 

recommendations

 By invitation, only online, double peer-review

 Helps researchers save time and increase productivity 
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Oxford Bibliographies Online
Explore the content

If you wish to build your arguments and expand your 

topic with evidence from different publication houses, 

OBO will be able to help you look across 41 subject 

areas.

You will be able to identify key works across: 

monographs, different reference works, journals, etc. 
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Headings concisely 

identify the type of 

resource or area of 

scholarship

Commentary provides 

context and 

recommendations to guide 

users through the cited 

sources

Citations provide selective 

list of best and most useful 

resources available

Annotations provide 

more information 

about each work and 

guidance on why it is 

important or useful



Oxford Bibliographies 

разработан совместно с 

учёными и библиотекарями из 

разных стран и содержит 

эксклюзивные, авторитетные 

пособия для исследований. 

Каждая тема в Oxford 

Bibliographies объединяет 

обширную коллекцию статей, 

касающихся разделов той или 

иной дисциплины. 

В результате получился 

невероятно мощный новый 

ресурс, разработанный, чтобы 

послужить исследователям 

путеводной нитью в ситуации 

информационной перегрузки. 



Very Short 

Introductions



Very Short Introductions
Explore the content

VSI gives you an A-Z about any subject area with simple 

words to make the subject more approachable especially 

something like Quantum Physics. 

Very Short Introductions offer concise introductions to a 

diverse range of subject areas 

400+ books available 

5 Subject Area with 50 different subtopics

The extra material (right of the slide) for every book –

videos, blog posts, additional material from other resources 

(OSO and ORO), additional linking related to the topic or the 

author.

The author webpage and the ability to locate the physical 

book in one’s own library
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Research 

Encyclopedias
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Oxford Research Encyclopedias

• Continuously updated encyclopedias in 
20 disciplines

• Deliver in-depth interpretative 
overviews

• Written and vetted by scholars for 
scholars and students

• Map the entirety of a field of inquiry; 
evolve as the field evolves

• Direct research journeys to other 
relevant trusted content



Disciplines Covered
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Oxford Research Encyclopaedias
Explore the content



Where do OUP Resources Fit in your 

Research Journey?

Subject 
Specific 

Resources

Each resource provides a vital 

step on the research journey, from 

quick fact checking, to reviewing 

the literature in a field, to keeping 

up to date with the latest research.

http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/
http://www.oxfordreference.com/
http://www.oxfordreference.com/
http://oxfordindex.oup.com/
http://oxfordindex.oup.com/
http://www.oxfordjournals.org/en/
http://www.oxfordjournals.org/en/




Which Areas Are Covered?

A Selection

• Addictive and Substance Use Disorders

• Anxiety Disorders

• Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorders (ADHD)

• Eating Disorders

• Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)

• Sleep Disorders

• Trauma



Who Is Oxford Clinical Psychology 

Aimed at?

• Lecturers and Professors

• Researchers

• Students

• Therapists



“Treatments That Work”

• Trusted Series among Behavioural Therapists

• Evidence-based

• 85 Titles

• Titles for both Clients and Therapists: Workbooks und Therapist’s Guides

• Editor: Dr. David Barlow

• Checklists and Worksheets can easily be edited offline (but need to be 

saved first)



How to get published with 

international journals?



Before you start………….

You must have a clear topic 

or topics to be reviewed, 

what is your research 

question?



Ideas where to start

• As well as ‘traditional’ research…

• Are you working on a Doctoral or Master’s thesis?

• Have you completed a project which concluded successfully?

• Are you wrestling with a problem with no clear solution?

• Do you have an opinion or observation on a subject?

• Have you given a presentation or conference paper?

• If so, you have the basis for a publishable paper



Editors are looking for “something new and 

preferably surprising” according to Dr. Peter 

Smith, a Cambridge philosopher and former 

editor of Analysis, the philosophical journal.



Be Careful:

There are 1,000,000’s of published studies.  

You need to MASTER your topic: be aware 

of works completed by others, updates 

or/and be ready to answer questions or 

summarize it. 



References:



Oxford Bibliographies Online

OBO is a library of discipline-focused, online guides 
to the essential literature across a broad range of 

subject areas.

Each OBO article, written and reviewed by top 

scholars in the field, is rich with citations and 

annotations, expert recommendations, and 

narrative pathways through the most useful and 

important works on the topic in question.

Intuitive linking throughout quickly delivers the 

user from a citation to full-text content, whether 

online or available through a library’s catalog. 

“We are drowning in 
information, while 

starving for wisdom. The 
world henceforth will be 

run by synthesizers, 
people able to put 
together the right 

information at the right 
time, think critically about 

it, and make important 
choices wisely.”

— E.O. WILSON



Our Focus
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- Identify 5 top peer refereed academic journals focusing on 

your specific subject 

- Identify 5 top internationally recognized books or collective 

works on your specific subject 

- Identify 5 top academic research centres specializing in 

your subject 

- Identify 5 most renowned professors in your narrow field 

(„gurus”) 

- Identify 5 top regular international academic conferences 

covering your subject 

Initial literature review: The 5 X 5 

principle 



Think of a literature review as a

jigsaw puzzle









Which journal to go for?



Criteria You Might Look At:

• Rankings (example Thomson Reuters Impact factors; the 

Association of Business Schools ABS etc.)

• Number of downloads (utility)

• Dissemination of journal (where it is read)

• Links to societies/associations

• Relevance of content and publishing ethos

• International



Questions to Ask Yourself 

When Choosing:

• What are your most important factors when choosing a 

journal?

• Which resources do you use to research the journals you 

publish in?

• Which rankings do you use? How important are they?

• Who do you ask for advice?

• What is the best journal in your field? Why?



PROCESS!!!!!



Surviving peer review

Not always straight forward proccess



Research is all about peer review

1. You need to avoid a 

desk reject

2. You may need to 

revise and resubmit

3. You will almost 

certainly need to alter 

your paper



The Process

• Submission is an important step on the road to being 
published

• Reviewers are selected for their expertise by the Editors

• They do sometimes make mistakes and their opinions may not 
be valid

• But generally they raise genuine concerns about the work –
conceptualization, execution and/or interpretation of the work



The Process

• Their comments are aimed at maintaining the quality of papers 

publish in the journal, the overall journal reputation and 

ultimately at improving your work to attain a high standard of 

academic writing. 



Process Conclusion:

• Identify a few possible target journals but be realistic

• Follow the Author Guidelines: scope, type of paper, word length, 

references style, etc.

• Find where to send your paper (editor, regional editor, subject

area editor) …

• … and how to send it (email, hard copy, online submission)

• Send an outline or abstract to editor: is it suitable? how can it be

made so?

• Read at least one issue of the journal



www.oxfordjournals.org
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What makes a good paper?

HINT: Editors and reviewers look for …

• Originality – what’s new about subject, treatment or results?

• Relevance to and extension of existing knowledge

• Research methodology – are conclusions valid and objective?

• Clarity, structure and quality of writing – does it communicate well?

• Sound, logical progression of argument

• So what?’ factors!

• Recency and relevance of references

• Adherence to the editorial scope and objectives of the journal

• A good title, keywords and a well written abstract



Co-authorship?

• With supervisor, different departments or institutions

• Exploits individual strengths

• Especially useful for cross-disciplinary research 

• Demonstrates the authority and rigour of the research

• Increases potential pool of citations

But remember

• Ensure paper is edited so that it reads as one voice

• Identify the person responsible for closing the project

• Agree and clarify order of appearance of authors



Peer Review:

• Peer Review is important to assess your work before submitting 

it.

• Have fellow colleagues, tutors, scholars look at your work and 

give you feedback to avoid desk rejection. You do not want to be 

refused by appearing uninformed concerning your submission.

• Always expect that you would have to amend, alter and revise 

your paper to submit a more accurate version. 



Plagiarism and referencing

• Plagiarism (from the Latin plagium meaning ‘a 
kidnapping’) is the act of taking someone else’s work and 
pretending it is yours. It is considered fraud!

• It isn’t always detected in peer review but electronic tools 
can help



Revising

• A request for revision is good news! 

– You’ve avoided a desk reject and you are in the publishing cycle

– Nearly every published paper is revised at least once

– So now, close the deal!

• Acknowledge the editor and set a revision deadline

• Clarify if in doubt – ‘This is what I understand your 

comments to mean…’

• Meet the revision deadline

• Attach a covering letter showing how you met the 

reviewers’ requests (or if not, why not)



Dealing with the comments:

• Answer as completely as possible

• Answer politely, be tactful and not with emotive language

• Answer with evidence

• If you feel the reviewer has misunderstood then address the 

point with a good argument explaining why the reviewer is 

mistaken

• It may be the reviewers are conflicted on a point

• It is ok to use one reviewer to argue against another





In case of rejection:





If your article is rejected

• Ask why, and listen carefully!

Most editors will give detailed comments about a rejected 

paper. Take a deep breath, and listen to what is being said

• Try again!

Try to improve the paper, and re-submit elsewhere. Do your 

homework and target your paper as closely as possible

• Don’t give up!

At least 50% of papers don’t get published. Everybody has 

been rejected at least once 

• Keep trying!



How to sell your work

• Use a short descriptive title containing main keyword –
don’t mislead

• Write a clear and descriptive abstract containing the main 
keywords and following any instructions as to content and 
length

• Provide relevant and known keywords – not obscure new 
jargon

• Make your references complete and correct – vital for 
reference linking and citation indices

• All of this will make your paper more discoverable which 
means more dissemination and possibly more citation





YOU DID IT!!!!!!!



OUP 

SUPPORTING 

ACADEMIC RESEARCH



EPIGEUM

• The leading global provider of online training courses 

designed to help universities and colleges transform their: 

– teaching

– research

– studying

– leadership and management

• Courses designed for teachers, researchers, and students

• Courses are developed by way of collaboration and then 

shared by subscription



History

Where did Epigeum originate? 

• Originally a spin-out from Imperial College London…

https://vimeo.com/109906734
https://vimeo.com/109906734


Facts

Epigeum in numbers

• Founded in 2005

• 78 courses

• Used by 260 universities

• In 27 countries

• And 36% of the top 100 global 

universities 

• Including 95% of the UK Russell Group 

universities 



Our courses are used by universities worldwide



Research Skills & the Vitae Researcher Development Framework

Research Skills & the Vitae Researcher 

Development Framework





Research 

Skills Master 

Programme
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Getting published in the arts

Getting published in the sciences

https://www.epigeum.com/courses/research/research-skills-master/courses/


Краткая история издания

Первое издание редакционного руководства для научных журналов AMA

появилось в октябре 1962; в нём было 68 страниц и предназначалось оно, в 

первую очередь, для штатных сотрудников, и лишь во вторую для авторов. 

Издание росло медленно, но уверенно: от 90 страниц во втором издании, 

вышедшем в свет в 1963, до 154 страниц в шестом, изданном в 1976.

Восьмое издание дало начало сегодняшней «традиции» — комитету из 10 

профессиональных редакторов из JAMA и Archives Journals, ответственных 

за контент и получение внешних рецензий (peer review) по всем разделам.

В 10 издании, выпущенном Oxford University Press в 2007, руководство 

продолжило наращивать объём, который составляет сейчас 1032 страниц.

AMA Manual of Style
A Guide for Authors and editors

(руководстводляавторовиредакторов)
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AMA Manual of Style



What is the AMA Manual of Style?

• A must-have guide for anyone 

involved in medical or scientific 

publishing

• An essential, one-stop resource 

providing quick access to 

authoritative information.

• Everything you need to 

produce well-organized and 

clear manuscripts



Linking from course packs and reading lists

To add a chapter to an online course pack or reading 

list, COPY and PASTE the DOI to the end of the 

standard URL prefix. Eg. 

10.1093/jama/9780195176339.001.0001

Students who click on this URL will be taken 

straight to this section

DOIs are unique and permanent so you don’t 

need to worry about broken links 



Any Questions…
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Marcin Dembowski

marcin.dembowski@oup.com

mailto:marcin.dembowski@oup.com

